“Work for Units?”

Student Interns & Research Assistants DAI 575/576 or DAI 899: Practical/Directed Experience: Internships as Design Archival Project Research Assistants

Project Description
The designated Research Assistant will be working Prof. Ricardo Gomes to pursue the documentation, organization and development of the archive; collaborative design research projects; funding proposals; and promotional development strategies. He/she will organize and develop the Design Archive Collection of Dr. Nathan H. Shapira, in conjunction with the development of the proposed DAI Graduate Design Study Center for Social & Community Design.

Qualifications
The role and responsibilities of the Research Assistant Internship will require the student to be capable of working independently; reliable, engaging and have organizational skills. Basic foundation competency in CS graphic software applications is a Plus+ in addition to organizational, promotion/marketing and design research capabilities.

Spring 2016
1) Digital Archival Development (Phase 2: Slides; Videos; Books; Periodicals; Files)
2) Timeline Development Updates
3) Blog/Website Updates
4) Promotional Graphics and Information Design

Preferred Internship/Research Assistant Hours: (Minimum of 8 - 9 hours)
Hours may be arranged Mon-Fri 8:00 AM – 8:00 PM, with 1 hour weekly group meetings.

Interested students contact: Prof. Ricardo Gomes ricgomes@sfsu.edu
415-338-2229